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A B S T R A C T
Background: The robust identification of initial contact (IC) and toe-off (TO) events is a vital task in mobile
sensor-based gait analysis. Shank attached gyroscopes in combination with suitable algorithms for data pro-
cessing can robustly and accurately complete this task for gait event detection. However, little research has
considered gait detection algorithms that are applicable to different locomotion tasks.
Research question: Does a gait event detection algorithm for various locomotion tasks provide comparable es-
timation accuracies as existing task-specific algorithms?
Methods: Thirteen males, equipped with a gyroscope attached to the right shank, volunteered to perform nine
different locomotion tasks consisting of linear movements and movements with a change of direction. A rule-
based algorithm for IC and TO events was developed based on the shank sagittal plane angular velocity. The
algorithm was evaluated against events determined by vertical ground reaction force. Absolute mean error
(AME), relative absolute mean error (RAME) and Bland–Altman analysis was used to assess its accuracy.
Results: The average AME and RAME were 11 ± 3ms and 3.07 ± 1.33 %, respectively, for IC and 29 ± 11ms
and 7.27 ± 2.92 %, respectively, for TO. Alterations of the walking movement, such as turns and types of
running, slightly reduced the accuracy of IC and TO detection. In comparison to previous methods, increased or
comparable accuracies for both IC and TO detection are shown.
Significance: The study shows that the proposed algorithm is capable of detecting gait events for a variety of
locomotion tasks by means of a single gyroscope located on the shank. In consequence, the algorithm can be
applied to activities, which consist of various movements (e.g., soccer). Ultimately, this extends the use of mobile
sensor-based gait analysis.
1. Introduction
Gait analysis has a broad scope of applications including sports,
rehabilitation and medicine [1 3]. Independent of the area of appli
cation, the detection of two fundamental gait events, namely initial
contact (IC) and toe off (TO), is essential. The identification of these
events is mandatory for subsequent identification of gait features that
are related to movement quality, such as stance phase, swing phase,
step and stride [4].
Gait event detection can be performed by means of different systems
and sensors with various capabilities [5]. A fully equipped bio
mechanics laboratory usually includes force plates as the gold standard
system for IC and TO detection [6]. However, laboratory measurements
have some disadvantages, including requiring substantial human, time
and financial resources, having experimental setups restricted to those
possible in laboratory conditions [1]. Furthermore, clinical settings can
lead to altered movement patterns [7]. Mobile sensors may be helpful
to overcome these disadvantages by eliminating cost and portability
limitations set by laboratory settings [8]. Various algorithms applicable
to mobile sensors have been developed over the last two decades in
order to detect gait events in more ecological gait settings [9].
Most gait analysis studies with mobile sensors have focused on
walking, which is the primary form of locomotion and thus plays a
crucial role in human life [10]. Gouwanda and Gopalai [11]
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implemented an algorithm, based on a single gyroscope on the shank,
for gait event detection during walking in different conditions (normal
walking; walking with knee brace; and walking with ankle brace for
overground and treadmill walking). They suggested that gyroscopes are
the most suitable devices for gait monitoring systems. Storm et al. [12]
evaluated the accuracy of two algorithms one based on two shank
worn inertial sensors, and the other based on a single waist worn
sensor for the detection of gait events and temporal parameters during
walking. The results highlighted that the shank based method showed
very accurate estimations (≤14ms, mean error), outperforming the
waist worn method. Furthermore, a limited number of studies have
investigated event detection during running [[12],13 16]. Satisfactory
results (≤25ms, Bland Altman 95 % limits of agreement; LoA) for
stance time have been obtained using accelerometer based algorithms
and a mobile sensor located at the lower back [[12],13], as well as from
a combination of accelerometers and gyroscopes attached to the ankle
[14]. Changes of direction including walking turns and running cuts
have not yet received much attention [[14]]. An algorithm robust en
ough to be used in different locomotion tasks without requiring activity
classification would extend the use of mobile sensors.
Rule based and adaptive algorithms are most commonly applied for
automated IC and TO detection. Rule based algorithms are mostly ap
plied to a single type of movement task [[17]], while studies of more
than one task undertake gait event detection with adaptive algorithms:
e.g., dynamic time warping [17] and hidden Markov models [18].
However, adaptive algorithms models require input data for training,
which costs time and extra work [5], whereas rule based algorithms are
quicker and easier to implement. Furthermore, in terms of estimation
accuracy, rule based algorithms are capable of providing accurate re
sults (≤ 22ms, mean error) [19].
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate whether a
gait event detection algorithm for various locomotion tasks would
provide comparable estimation accuracies as existing, task specific al
gorithms. A novel rule based gait event detection algorithm was de
veloped based on previously described algorithms using shank attached
gyroscopes [11,12], and its accuracy was evaluated for a variety of
locomotion tasks. This algorithm broadens the scope of applications to
different locomotion tasks and has potential to be utilized in further
studies as well as in the research and development of smart knee braces
[3] or fitness monitors for investigation of everyday and sports activ
ities.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Subjects
A group of 13 males (age: 26.1 ± 2.9 years; height:
178.7 ± 5.5 cm; mass: 78.4 ± 5.9 kg) volunteered in this study. All
participants were free from injury at the time of experiment. The study
was approved by the ethics committee of the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology. All participants were informed of the experimental pro
cedures and gave informed written consent prior to the experiment.
2.2. Data collection
A single axis gyroscope (1500 Hz, ADXRS652,± 250°/s Yaw Rate
Gyro, Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, MA, USA) was attached to each
participant’s right leg via an elastic knee sleeve. This gyroscope was
positioned in an outside pocket at the lower frontal end of the sleeve in
order to capture the angular velocity of the shank in the sagittal plane
[12,20].
After warm up jogging for five minutes on a treadmill with self
selected speed, participants were instructed to complete nine different
locomotion tasks in the following order: walking straight, moderate and
fast running, 90° walking turns to the left and right and 45° and 90°
running cuts to the left and right [20]. All locomotion tasks, except for
fast running, were performed with a self selected speed. Fast running
was set at 150 % of the moderate running speed, controlled by light
barriers (TAG Heuer, La Chaux de Fonds, Switzerland).
All locomotion tasks were repeated until three valid trials were re
corded. Two floor embedded AMTI (1000 Hz, BP600900, Advanced
Mechanical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) force plates were
used to measure 3D ground reaction forces (GRF) as a reference system
for IC and TO detection.
2.3. Data processing
All data processing was done using MATLAB™ R2018b (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). A 15 Hz 4th order Butterworth low
pass filter was applied to the GRF and angular velocity signals [21].
Offset correction of the angular velocity signals was done by subtracting
the mean value of a neutral standing sequence. Angular velocity and
GRF data were time synchronized with each other using a synchroni
zation pulse sent from the GRF measurement system to the angular
velocity measurement system each time data acquisition was initiated.
For the segmentation of GRF data, IC and TO were defined as the time
instant when the GRF first rose above 10 N and reduced to 10 N, re
spectively [22].
2.4. Algorithm description
The general block scheme of the proposed algorithm is shown in
Fig. 1. Sagittal angular velocity of the shank was utilized as the input,
whereupon firstly the mid swing and then IC and TO were computed.
2.4.1. Mid swing detection
Mid swing was detected to define search windows in the signal for
the identification of IC and TO events [11,12]. A positive peak detec
tion was carried out by utilizing a proper threshold value of 1000mV,
which was chosen according to the data characteristics [5,8]. All of the
positive peaks had to fulfill the condition for a plausible gait cycle
duration, i.e. occurring at least 500 frames (≅333ms) later than the
preceding one [5,8]. All of the detected mid swing peaks were pro
cessed stepwise to locate the corresponding IC and TO events.
2.4.2. Initial contact detection
Fig. 2 illustrates the process of IC detection, which was based on the
identification of the negative going angular rate reversal point during
each gait cycle in accordance with Hundza et al. [23]. This point has
proven to be a highly accurate measurement of the termination of
forward swing as the negative going rate reversal is close in timing to
the heel contact [23]. This reversal was identified by the first zero
crossing occurring after mid swing peak and was defined as IC.
2.4.3. Toe off detection
Fig. 3 illustrates the process of TO detection. A complementary
signal was calculated by calculating the difference signal using the
unfiltered signal and the previously described 15 Hz low pass filtered
signal [24,25]. A 10 Hz low pass filter (2nd order Butterworth) was
used to smooth the complementary signal. Additionally, the preceding
negative peak of the mid swing peak in the filtered signal was identified
to locate a search window for TO detection. Depending on the gait cycle
duration, which was determined as the time between two mid swing
peaks, two different search windows were defined for slow (gait cycle
duration> 1 s) and fast locomotion tasks (gait cycle duration< 1 s)
[26]. The search window for slow locomotion tasks started at 50 % of
the gait cycle duration and ended at the negative peak plus 10 % of the
gait cycle duration. For fast locomotion tasks, the search window
started at 50 % of the gait cycle duration and ended at the negative
peak. TO for slow locomotion tasks was identified by detecting the
minimum of the complementary signal in the search window. In con
trast, it was identified as the maximum of the complementary signal in
the search window for fast locomotion tasks.
2.5. Error calculations and statistics
Absolute mean errors (AMEs) of IC and TO were evaluated by cal
culating the difference between the algorithm based and the GRF based
events. Relative AME (RAME) was determined by normalizing the AME
to the respective stance time obtained from the GRF data. This was
done to obtain reasonably comparable results among different loco
motion tasks.
Statistical tests were computed with IBM SPSS Statistics (Version
25.0, SPSS Inc., IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). Kolmogorov Smirnov and
Shapiro Wilk tests assessed the normality of the distributions of AME
and RAME data [27]. The tests indicated non normal distributions and
therefore led to the computation of the non parametric Friedman test to
check for differences in AME and RAME between locomotion tasks.
When significant differences were found, Dunn’s post hoc test was
implemented and Bonferroni correction was used to adjust for multiple
comparisons. The level of significance both for the Friedman test and
Fig. 1. Algorithm flowchart for detection of initial contact and toe-off events.
Fig. 2. Initial contact (IC) detection algorithm applied on a walking gait cycle
(GCD: gait cycle duration). Solid and dashed lines represent the zero offset
corrected signal and zero line, respectively. Mid-swing (MS) peak is indicated
by the asterisk. IC was identified by the first zero crossing after MS (indicated
by the square).
Fig. 3. Illustration of toe-off (TO) detection for (a) slow and (b) fast locomotion
tasks. Black and gray solid lines represent the main and complementary signals,
respectively. The negative peak (NP) used for the search window is depicted by
the black circle, and the mid-swing peak (MS) in the process is depicted by the
asterisk. (a) TO detection algorithm applied to a gait cycle (GCD: gait cycle
duration) of a slow locomotion task (walking). The shaded area depicts the
search window for TO starting at GCD/2 and ending at [NP+GCD x 0.1] of the
main signal. The minimum complementary signal in this window was identified
as TO. (b) TO detection algorithm applied on a GCD of a fast locomotion task
(moderate running). The shaded area depicts the search window for TO starting
at GCD/2 and ending at NP of the main signal. The maximum complementary
signal in this window was identified as TO.
for the post hoc test was a priori set at p≤ 0.05. Effect sizes were
provided by calculating Kendall’s concordance coefficient (W) [28] and
Cohen’s d [29], and interpreted according to Cohen’s Guideline
[29,30]. Hence for W and for Cohen’s d effect sizes of 0.10−0.30,
0.30−0.50 and>0.50 indicate small, medium and large effects, re
spectively. Validation of stance time was performed by creating Blan
d Altman plots [31]. Latency of IC and TO detections were represented
by mean errors (ME) on these plots. A positive ME was associated with a
late detection, and vice versa.
3. Results
The time differences (AME and RAME) between gait events esti
mated by the proposed algorithm and obtained by the reference system
for all locomotion tasks are illustrated in Table 1. The effect sizes and
the significant differences for pairwise comparisons of all locomotion
tasks are presented in Table 2.
3.1. Initial contact detection
The average AME for IC among all locomotion tasks was
11 ± 3ms. 90° walking turns to the left yielded the highest AME for IC
(mean ± standard deviation: 16 ± 15ms), whereas walking straight
had the lowest time differences among all locomotion tasks (7 ± 3ms).
Friedman test did not show any significant differences for AME in terms
of IC.
The average RAME for IC was 3.07 ± 1.33 %. The RAMEs were
highest for fast running (5.50 ± 2.70 %) and lowest for straight
walking (1.04 ± 0.48 %). Friedman test showed significant differences
with a moderate effect size (p≤ 0.001, W=0.42) for RAME in terms of
IC. Dunn’s post hoc test revealed that the RAME for IC during straight
walking was significantly lower with strong effect sizes compared to
those of moderate (p= 0.003, d= 2.24) and fast (p≤ 0.001, d= 2.30)
running, 90° running cuts to the right (p= 0.027, d= 1.80) and 45°
running cuts to the left (p= 0.021, d= 1.67) and right (p≤ 0.001,
d= 2.26). 90° walking turns to the right had significantly lower RAME
with strong effect sizes for IC than fast running (p=0.001, d =−2.02)
and 45° running cuts to the right (p= 0.027, d=1.83).
3.2. Toe off detection
The average AME for TO among all locomotion tasks was
29 ± 11ms. 90° running cuts to the right yielded the highest AME for
TO (49 ± 25ms), whereas 45° running cut to the left had the lowest
time differences (14 ± 5ms). Friedman test yielded significant differ
ences with a moderate effect size for AME (p≤ 0.001, W=0.32) in
terms of TO. According to the post hoc test, the AME for TO during 45°
running cuts to the left was significantly lower with strong effect sizes
compared to those of 90° walking turns to the left (p= 0.007, d =
−1.33) and to the right (p=0.036, d = −1.56) as well as 90° running
cuts to the left (p= 0.021, d = −1.12) and right (p≤ 0.001, d =
−1.98). Additionally, the AME for TO was significantly lower with a
strong effect size for straight walking than for 90° running cuts to the
right (p= 0.046, d=1.56).
In terms of TO, Friedman test yielded significant differences with a
moderate effect size also for RAME (p≤ 0.001, W=0.33). Post hoc
test suggested that the average RAME for TO was 7.27 ± 2.92 %; the
highest was for 90° running cuts to the right (12.47 ± 6.30 %), and the
lowest was for straight walking (2.86 ± 1.62 %), which was sig
nificantly lower with strong effect sizes compared to those for moderate
(p= 0.007, d=1.43) and fast running (p= 0.036, d=1.04), 90°
running cuts to the left (p= 0.003, d= 1.27) and right (p≤ 0.001,
d= 2.09) and 45° running cuts to the right (p= 0.027, d=1.30).
3.3. Bland Altman analysis
The Bland Altman plots in Fig. 4 show that limits of agreement
were smaller than 150ms for all locomotion tasks. 90° running cuts to
Table 1
Absolute mean error (AME) and relative absolute mean error (RAME) for initial
contact (IC) and toe-off (TO) of all locomotion tasks. Values are presented as
mean (standard deviation); L= left; R= right.









Walking 7 (3) 1.04 (0.48) 19 (11) 2.86 (1.62)
Moderate running 10 (4) 3.35 (1.38) 26 (20) 8.00 (4.80)
Fast running 13 (6) 5.50 (2.70) 23 (23) 9.43 (8.76)
90° walking turn L 16 (15) 2.46 (2.58) 38 (25) 5.71 (4.05)
90° walking turn R 10 (5) 1.48 (0.81) 34 (18) 4.81 (2.43)
90° running cut L 11 (7) 2.97 (1.90) 34 (26) 9.15 (6.80)
90° running cut R 12 (6) 3.21 (1.63) 49 (25) 12.47 (6.30)
45° running cut L 9 (5) 3.50 (2.04) 14 (5) 5.23 (1.72)
45° running cut R 11 (5) 4.09 (1.85) 21 (15) 7.74 (5.03)
Average 11 (3) 3.07 (1.33) 29 (11) 7.27 (2.92)
Table 2
Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) for pairwise comparisons of all locomotion tasks for absolute mean error (AME) and relative absolute mean error (RAME) of the detected gait
events. Upper and lower triangular matrices represent initial contact (IC) and toe-off (TO) results, respectively. In each cell, corresponding effects sizes for AME and
RAME are shown one below the other. Pairwise comparisons with significant differences (p≤ 0.05 after Bonferroni correction) according to the Dunn’s post-hoc test
are highlighted in bold type; L= left; R= right.
the right exhibited the largest limit of agreement (lower limit,
−149ms) as well as the highest bias (mean line at −34ms), which
reflects an underestimation of the stance time. All other locomotion
tasks, except for the two walking turn tasks, also showed under
estimations of the stance time with biases smaller than 32ms. 90°
walking turns to the left and right demonstrated positive mean lines (19
and 25ms, respectively), indicating overestimations of the stance time.
A slightly early and late detection of IC is indicated by the MEs,
which ranged between 8 and 4ms for individual tasks. For TO detec
tion, the mean latency range was larger than that of IC ( 32 and 17ms).
4. Discussion
4.1. Summary of results
This study developed and validated a novel rule based gait event
detection algorithm based on a shank attached gyroscope across var
ious locomotion tasks. IC and TO events were compared to laboratory
assessed vertical GRFs. Including turning and cutting maneuvers is es
sential in order to broaden the scope of automated gait event detection
algorithms. The results indicate that the accuracy varied between lo
comotion tasks. The highest accuracy for IC detection was seen for
straight walking (lowest AME and RAME), which also showed the
smallest RAME for TO detection. More elaborate walking movements as
well as various types of running resulted in slightly reduced accuracy
for IC and TO detection. With respect to the two different gait events,
smaller average AME and RAME were seen for IC detection than for TO
detection.
4.2. Characteristics of the proposed algorithm
The proposed algorithm was developed by modifying existing
algorithms [11,12,23,32,33].
Unlike other studies that identified IC as the instant of minimum
angular velocity [11,12], in this study first zero crossing after mid
swing peak in angular velocity was preferred. Because before IC, there
is an angular deceleration of the shank in preparation for foot place
ment (i.e., the angular velocity of the shank decreases, and reaches zero
at the instance of IC). Once the foot has contact with the ground, there
exists an angular acceleration of the shank in the opposite direction
(i.e., the absolute angular velocity of shank starts to increase, while the
value continues to decrease as its sign has changed) [34].
A TO detection algorithm was developed, inspired by the studies of
Mannini et al. [32] and Sabatini [25], which both computed a differ
ence signal between filtered and unfiltered signals use in TO detection.
They utilized a computed complementary signal for identifying the
proper window for TO search. However, in this study, this signal was
used directly for TO detection. Considering the difference signal be
tween an unfiltered and low pass filtered signal enables the detection of
frequency changes over the gait cycle. Jasiewicz et al. [35] reported the
existence of higher frequency components during the early and late
stance phases, which were utilized as a feature for TO detection in this
study.
Highest accuracy of the proposed algorithm was shown for straight
walking. A possible reason for this is the repeatable characteristic with
less variation of this locomotion task in comparison to the other loco
motion tasks [36]. For some locomotion tasks, the results did not show
any differences in AME between locomotion tasks but they did for
RAME, and vice versa (Table 2). This can be explained by the different
stance times of the locomotion tasks. For a given AME a longer stance
time leads to a smaller RAME. Consequently, a slow locomotion task
has a smaller RAME than a fast one, despite having similar AME, and
vice versa.
Fig. 4. Bland-Altman plots for stance time (ST) with mean differences (thick lines) and limits of agreement (95 % LoA) (thin lines) represented for all locomotion
tasks (a to i; where L= left, R= right). Actual values of mean differences and 95 % LoA are shown in the right end of the respective lines. Mean error (ME) and
standard deviation (SD) of initial contact (IC) and toe-off (TO) are illustrated in the left top corner of each subplot. Values are presented in milliseconds (ms).
4.3. Comparison of studies
After a thorough analysis of the literature, no threshold for a
plausible error could be detected for any of the studied locomotion
tasks. A probable explanation for this is that an acceptable range of
error depends on research question and area of application, because of
that it’s difficult to set it at a certain level. Table 3 compares the actual
findings with values reported in the literature that suggested accurate
and satisfactory results. Previous rule based algorithms for walking
revealed a slightly higher AME (>10ms) for IC and similar (Trojeniello
et al. [19]> 16ms) to higher (Catalfamo et al. [4]> 43ms) AME for
TO (AME IC= 7 ± 3ms, AME TO=19 ± 11ms). Comparable dif
ferences were shown between algorithm based IC and TO estimations
and GRF based reference values by means of adaptive algorithms
[32,33]. When comparing the estimation accuracy for running, pre
vious studies presented higher error ranges for IC and TO detection
[15,16].
4.4. Limitations
Although care was paid when fixing the gyroscope and the knee
sleeve, the fixation technique cannot completely exclude any oscilla
tions or misalignment of the gyroscope. Although it was reported that
angular velocity of the shank in the sagittal plane is valid for gait event
detection during walking in a very robust and accurate manner [11,12],
it is still unclear if it would be advantageous to combine other signal
components of the gyroscope (frontal and transversal directions),
especially for non linear movements. The sample group was homo
geneous in age, sex, height and weight. Therefore, the proposed method
cannot be generalized for all groups. It would be advisable to conduct
further studies with other groups of subjects. Although the scope of
applicability has been considerably extended by involving a variety of
locomotion tasks in this study, there are still tasks that have not been
incorporated (e.g., stair walking).
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, the proposed algorithm is capable of detecting gait
events for a variety of locomotion tasks by means of a single gyroscope
located on the shank. This algorithm has potential applicability in fu
ture studies as well as in the research and development of wearable
devices or fitness monitors.
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